Riesling
Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2014 | Off-Dry

95/100, Sam Kim’s Wine Orbit. “This fabulous off-dry Riesling shows
pristine aromas of lime sorbet, nectarine and floral with subtle flinty
complexity. The palate is light and bright, and persistent and
engaging, and delivers superb fruit purity and acidity.”

100ml Glass

on request
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Kahurangi Mt Arthur Reserve | Nelson | 2017 | Dry

5 stars, Sam Kim, Wine Orbit. Aromas of delicate lime citrus and
wildflower, with a hint of lanolin and wet stone. On the palate juicy
green apple, mandarin and lime, with a mineral grip and
mouth-watering focus, finishing bone dry.

Ellero | Central Otago | 2015 | Dry | Organic

18/20, Raymond Chan. “The nose is soft with tightly bound aromas
of lime fruit and white florals entwined with mouthwatering chalky
minerals, and a suggestion of toast. The nose shows a dense core
that will unfold to reveal more interest and complexity. Dry to taste
and medium-bodied. The palate has an elegant, tightly bound core
of lime and lemon and an amalgam of white florals and minerals.”

Ruby Bay | Nelson | 2013 | Dry

This wine has delicate aromas of citrus blossom, lemon juice and
lime zest combining for a rich entry and full bursting palate.
Succulent orange fleshed grapefruit and citrus flavours follow well
balanced acid and wet stone minerality.

Rabbit Hill | Nelson | 2016 | Dry

This wine shows notes of citrus honey, manderine and stone fruit
on the nose. The palate is balanced with citrus, red grapefruit and
a light lime character leading to fresh, bright acid allowing for good
length and minerality.

Neudorf Moutere | Nelson | 2015 | Dry

95/100, Huon Hooke. “Delicate, haunting floral fragrance with
a more mineral and less overtly fruity nature. In the mouth it is
smooth and seamless without strident acidity or excessively
exuberant fruitiness. Quietly harmonious and delicious.”

Valli | Central Otago | 2016 | Dry

19+/20, Raymond Chan. “The nose exudes beautiful purity and
finesse, with thirst-quenching minerals, alongside lime and lemon
fruit. This has intensity and great clarity. Dryish to taste, the palate
is pure finesse with lime and an array of citrus fruits enlivened by
poised acidity.”

Riesling
Dry River Craighall Vineyard | Martinborough | 2013

19/20, Raymond Chan. “This has a very refined, tightly bound and
intense nose with beautifully pure lime and white floral aromas and
detailed, delicate mineral and steely elements. Very dry to taste, a
concentrated, extremely fine and tight core is the feature of the
palate. Lifted floral and citrus fruits and minerals show great fruit
extract and presence alongside, crisp, mouthwatering wet stone
acidity. Nuances of succulent citrus fruits and florals unfold slowly
in the glass and are carried to a very long, sustained citrus and
white floral finish.”

100ml Glass

on request
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Domaine Ostertag Clos Mathis | Alsace, France | 2016

94/100, Wine Enthusiast. “A closed nose gives little away but the
palate shows ripe notions of orange flesh and peel, textured with a
lovely, pure earthiness. The body is slender but juicy and tangy with
lemony brightness. The dry finish is precise, lip-smacking and
moreish.”

Domaine Ostertag Fronholz | Alsace, France | 2016

95/100, Wine Enthusiast. “A closed nose gives little away but the
palate reveals still tightly coiled layers of lemon freshness. Zesty
purity suffuses the ultraclean palate and hints at an inner well of
boundless lemon zest. This wine needs to develop but promises
thrilling pleasure with its concentrated, whistle-clean and dry
palate.”

Domaine Trimbach Cuvée ‘M’ Mandelberg Grand Cru | Alsace, France | 2015
93/100, Wine Enthusiast. “Full bodied, rich and voloptuous, this is a
dense, rich, very complex and firmly structured yet elegant Riesling
with good tannins and a long and powerful, lingering salty finish.
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Domaine Ostertag Heissenberg | Alsace, France | 2016
95/100, Wine Enthusiast. “Bright, zesty lemon and wet earth appear
simultaneously on the nose. The palate also veers between that
earthy texture and the ripeness of the tart lemon, creating tension
and drama. It is the dry finish that reveals the depth of the lemon
and the richness of texture on this concentraited wine.”

Domaine Trimbach Schlossberg Grand Cru | Alsace, France | 2015
95/100, Wine Spectator. “This racehorse of a wine marries power and
grace, showing a beautiful nose of ripe white fruit and slate-tinged
mineral that draws you into the glass. There’s a buoyant quality to the
acidity that enlivens the creamy, finely meshed flavours of white
nectarine, with notes of Meyer lemon zest and accents of star anise,
marjoram and saline. The long finish goes on and on.”
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Domaine Trimbach Cuvée Frederic Emile | Alsace, France | 2004
18/20, Jancis Robinson MW. “Wonderful! Instant charm and
complexity. Very attractive nose - exciting, lots of racy stuff, mature,
honey, orange peel, cheese, spice. Very pure and lively and energetic.
Round and complex.”

-

Pinot Gris
Bronte by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2017 | Off-Dry

This wine has aromas of sweet pear and citrus blossom with spice
and minerality. Full-bodied with a good balance and lingering finish.

100ml Glass
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Aronui | Nelson | 2017 | Dry

This wine displays a nose of bright orange blossom and warm spice
aromas. The concentrated fruit-driven palate exhibits quince, green
melon and flavours of juicy ripe nashi pear.

Moutere Hills | Nelson | 2016 | Dry

A fresh dry wine with aromas of pear and stone-fruits. The palate
is clean and crisp with flavours of white nectarine and pear. Lightly
oaked with a luscious full-bodied mouth-feel and long finish.

Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2013 | Off-Dry

4 1/2 stars, Michael Cooper. “Grown in the Moutere hills, the 2013
vintage was 15 per cent barrel-aged. An Alsace style of Pinot Gris, it
is weighty and gently sweet, with lush, peachy, slightly spicy
flavours, hints of ginger and honey, and good cellaring potential.”

Kina Cliffs “From the Barrel” | Nelson | 2018 | Dry

With aromas of pear and jasmine, the palate is harmonious and
rounded. Full flavours of pear, guava, apple and a hint of vanilla oak
are complimented with a velvety mouth feel and a long, rich finish.

Ruby Bay | Nelson | 2013

This exceptional vintage has lifted notes of white peach, nectarine,
white clover honey and a hint of quince, leading to a lingering,
opulent palate of ripe stone fruit,minerality and acid that refreshes.

Gewürztraminer
Sea Level | Nelson | 2013

On the nose there are lifted rose petal and aniseed spice notes with
Turkish delight and lychee fruit flavours. This is full-bodied with a
rich, oily texture. Aromatic flavours fill the palate and persist on the
long, soft finish.

Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2016

Beautifully perfumed and richly fruited, this gorgeous
Gewürztraminer is filled with mango, lychee, yellow stone fruit and
floral characters. It delivers layers of rich texture and delicious
flavours, finishing long and velvety.

Lawsons Dry Hills | Marlborough | 2016

Wine Brokers New Zealand trophy for Champion Gewürztraminer.
This wine displays the wonderful varietal characters of rose petals,
lychee with delightful spice notes together with an off dry palate.

Sauvignon Blanc
100ml Glass

Moutere Hills | Nelson | 2018

Blackcurrants and gooseberries with a refreshing acidity of lime
zest, passion-fruit and tropical flavours. The palate is clean and crisp
with long finish.

Resurgence | Nelson | 2016

Smooth, luscious wine with pineapple, lime and grapefruit flavours.
Fresh acidity and a lingering finish.

Blackenbrook | Nelson | 2018

This wine boasts bright aromatic passion fruit, gooseberry and red
capsicum flavours wrapped around a flinty acidity.
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Zephyr | Marlborough | 2017

Gavin Hubble, The Wine Guy. “The wine is nicely balanced
showcasing white grapefruit, capsicum, lemongrass and gooseberry
highlighted by lively sound bites of uplifting lime zest.”

Jules Taylor | Marlborough | 2017

Crisp and vibrant with ripe stone fruit, green rockmelon and sweet
basil notes, backed by a lively, zingy finish.

Aotea by Seifried | Nelson | 2016

Grapefruit and tropical melon are bright and flavoursome alongside
crisp nettle and hints of blackcurrant. Well balanced natural acidity
runs the length of the wine and supports the flavours on the palate.

Old House Vineyards Kaho
¯ | Nelson | 2017

This wine has been fermented in French oak barrels, to produce an
‘old world’ style wine with Kiwi flair.

Richmond Plains Blue Moon | Nelson | 2014 | Organic
18.5/20, Raymond Chan. “Dry to taste and medium-bodied, the
palate feature a rich and integrated core with layers of spicy green
stonefruits, nectarines, herbs and nuts.”

Mellot La Moussiere Sancerre Blanc | Loire Valley, France | 2015
89/100, Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate. “Displaying white fruit and
floral aromas along with lemon flavors, the wine is very clear and
smoky on the nose, which indicates a picture-book Sancerre. The
wine is full-bodied, rich, round, and very intense and fruity.”

Himmelsfeld | Nelson | 2009

This wine is fresh, lively and youthful with aromas of wet stone,
apple, white peach and honeysuckle. On the palate, it is dry, fresh
and vibrant.

Chardonnay
Bronte by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2016

93/100, Sam Kim’s Wine Orbit. “The fabulously aromatic bouquet
shows grilled peach, nougat, vanilla and cedar characters with a
touch of brioche complexity. It is succulent and rounded, and
displays excellent mid palate weight and silky texture, brilliantly
supported by seamlessly integrated acidity.”

100ml Glass
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Waimea | Nelson | 2016

91/100, Sam Kim’s Wine Orbit. “This stylish chardonnay offers
fabulous aromas of white nectarine, nougat, lemon peel and cedar
characters with hints of vanilla and butterscotch notes on the nose.
The palate is succulent and rounded, and delivers creamy texture
and juicy fruit intensity, leading to a lingering delectable finish.”

Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2015

5 Stars, Michael Cooper. “Mouthfilling and sweet-fruited, with fresh,
concentrated, peachy, slightly toasty flavours, a hint of butterscotch, a fine thread of acidity, and good complexity.”

Neudorf Rosie’s Block | Nelson | 2017

19-/20, Raymond Chan. “The nose is soft and packed with aromas of
yellow stonefruits in a subtle amalgam with complexing mealy notes
and delicate, creamy barrel-ferment and nutty oak entwined with
hints of flinty lees and mineral suggestions. Medium-full
bodied, the palate has concentrated, gently rich and succulent
flavours of stonefruits, citrus fruits and tropical fruits, melded with
mealy elements and layered with creamy and nutty oak.

Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2017

Aged on lees for 11 months in french oak barrels, this full bodied
wine has a creamy texture and flavours of citrus, toasted cashews
and luscious melon which develops into a well balanced, lingering
finish.

Brightwater Lord Rutherford | Nelson | 2016

A full bodied, barrique fermented Chardonnay with intense aromas
of peaches and butterscotch. This is an elegantly structured wine
with concentrated stonefruit and citrus flavours.

Moutere Hills Sarau | Nelson | 2016

Hints of citrus, mandarin, butterscotch, roasted almond with vanilla
aromas combine to give this full bodied chardonnay a sumptuous
palate with complexity with a long smooth finish

Harakeke | Nelson | 2014

Nectarine, peach and banana are complimented by attractive oak
aromas. Concentrated stone fruit and an elegant texture from the
oak are given focus by the underlying acidity.

Chardonnay
Nautilus | Marlborough | 2016

100ml Glass

on request

The wine displays a complex range of aromas, including preserved
lemons, honeysuckle and nougat. The palate is well integrated, with
a good depth of flavour and a refreshingly long finish.
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Lamont | Central Otago | 2016

95/100, Bob Campbell. The nose is seductive with hints of mineral
and melon, with underlying tropical and stone fruits. The palate is
round yet incredibly focused. The wine shows a lovely creaminess
with bright citrus fruit flavours.

Clearview Reserve | Hawkes Bay | 2017

Bright, light golden-yellow colour. Full-bodied, broad and rounded
with lovely ripe, rich tropical fruit flavours, and sweet oak. The fruit
is underlined by fresh acidity, lending brightness and energy. The
flavours blossom gloriously in the mouth.

Domaine De Marrioners Chablis | Burgundy, France | 2014
This brilliant medium-bodied has pure aromas and flavours of green
apples, lemons and limes, with just a whisper of stony minerality.

Rimu Grove Library Wines | Nelson

We have 15 years of Rimu Grove Chardonnay available to purchase,
from 2000 - 2014.

Himmelsfeld | Nelson | 2009

Gold medal and trophy winner at Bragato Wine Awards

Felton Road Bannockburn | Central Otago | 2013

96/100, Gourmet Traveller “Wonderfully pure, yet subtly
flavoursome and powerful chardonnay with chalky mineral,
nectarine, brioche and hazelnut characters making up the more
dominant flavours.”

Saintsbury | Napa Valley, USA | 2016

This wine is youthfully grippy and textured, with moderate acidity
and layers of green apple, stone fruit and melon. Light on its feet,
it’s fresh and fleshy.

Valli Waitaki | Central Otago | 2015

20/20 Raymond Chan. “Subtle citrus fruit with subtle mineral,
creamy barrel-ferment and nutty oak aromas, expressed with freshness and finesse. Beautifully juxtaposing finesse with underlying
power, this appeared delicate, then revealed layer upon layer of citrus and stonefruits, mealy nuances, integrated spicy and nutty oak,
with creamy barrel-ferment textures alongside fine, bracing acidity.

Saintsbury | Napa Valley, USA | 2015

88/100, Wine Enthusiast. “Salty minerality opens this wine and
persists on the palate, which remains youthfully firm in the glass.
Apricot, preserved lemon and a tart seasoning of oak combine to
offer a mix of fruit and savory flavors.”

Other Whites
Middle Earth Albarino | Nelson | 2016

90+/100 Sam Kim’s, Wine Orbit. “Elegantly fragrant on the nose
showing apricot, lemon zest, floral and subtle spice characters. The
palate is focused and finely textured, and offers delicate fruit
intensity backed by bright acidity, leading to a lingering crisp finish.”
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Tom, Dick and Harry by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2018

This wine celebrates three of Rimu Grove’s favourite vines, Tom, Dick
and Harry: one Gewürz, one Gris and one Riesling. At harvest these
three friends got up to all kinds of mischief down in the winery,
finally creating an aromatic blend that is rich with personality,
varietal ramblings and hints of dry humour.

Tahbilk Marsanne | Victoria, Australia | 2014

92/100, James Halliday. “Fragrant and lively in its youth,
transforming itself with time in the bottle to rich complexity, acidity
one constant, the need for a screwcap the other. Here Meyer lemon,
a whisper of honeysuckle a promise of things to come.”

Moutere Hills Chenin Blanc | Nelson | 2016

A mouth-filling citrus flavoured wine with a lovely minerality for
those that enjoy something just a little bit special.

Aronui Albarino | Nelson | 2014

Raymond Chan. “This has a light, steely and tightly bound nose with
delicate aromas of white florals, lime fruit, herbs and mouthwatering
wet-stone minerals. Dry to taste and light-medium bodied, light fruit
flavours of acacia florals and steely minerals are enriched by subtle
citrus notes.”

The Hopless Case Viognier by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2014
Lifted aromas of banana and passion fruit mixed with orange
blossoms and anise; A luscious full-bodied mouthfeel with a sweet
distinctive fruit character of pineapple and tangerine finishing with
lovely Moutere minerality.

Seifried Grüner Veltliner | Nelson | 2013

This wine has delicate floral and slate aromas on the nose. The
palate has a gentle entry, pear and white pepper notes. Fine textured
phenolics define the long palate which leaves lasting flavours.

Tua Marina Arneis | Marlborough | 2015 | Organic

17.5/20, Raymond Chan. “...bright white and yellow stonefruits entwined with apple and nutty elements, unfolding nuances of flinty
lees and minerals, herbs and a suggestion of lanolin. Dry to taste and
medium-full bodied...”

Milton Te Arai Chenin Blanc | Gisborne | 2016 | Biodynamic
18/20, Raymond Chan. “ The nose has a deep core of white
stonefruits and florals,fresh straw notes and nuances of wet-stone
minerals. Dryish to taste and light-medium bodied, the palate is very
fresh and bright with thirst-quenching mineral flavours.”

-

Other Whites
Te Whare Ra Toru | Nelson | 2016 | Biodynamic

100ml Glass

on request

92/100, Sam Kim’s Wine Orbit. “The fragrant bouquet shows ripe
stone fruit, mango, citrus and floral characters with hints of lychee
and spice. The palate is succulent and rounded, and displays pristine
fruit flavours and smooth texture, wonderfully enhanced by
whispering sweetness and refreshing acidity.”
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Willy Gisselbrecht Alsace Pinot Blanc | Alsace, France | 2014
Golden brilliant colour. Peachy, slightly smoky, with a touch of ripe
yellow fruit. Supple, fruity, medium bodied with a fresh cripsy finish.

Bottle

Greenhough Pinots Blanc | Nelson | 2014 | Organic

95/100 Bob Campbell, Master of Wine. “Delicately aromatic with a
delicious mouth-filling and super-smooth texture. Subtle fruit and
savoury nut flavours.”

Domaine Vincent Careme Vouvray Le Clos | Vouvray, France | 2014
Honeyed nose accented by gingerbread with a touch of beeswax.
Wonderful balance on the palate with the same aromas recurring
coupled with a white fruit tone. The finish is savoury and persistent.
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Rosé
Te Mania Pinot Rosé | Nelson | 2018 | Organic | Vegan

On the nose, vibrant raspberry and red berryfruit aromas that follow
through with a deliciously creamy palatte. Strawberry, peach and
red berryfruit flavours- a seamless palate and a crisp dry finish.

Bronte Pinot Rosé by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2018 | Vegan
This off-dry full bodied wine exhibits aromas of strawberries and
cream and isbeautifully balanced with a long, lingering finish.

Richmond Plains Blanc de Noir | Nelson | 2017 | Organic | Vegan
90+/100 Sam Kim’s, Wine Orbit. Aromatic with citrus blossom, green
pear and biscuit on the nose. On the palate it has attractive tropical
and lime blossom characters with an exotic spicy finish.

Middle Earth Rosé | Nelson | 2018 | Vegan

Aromas of crushed summer berries. The palate gives way to juicy
red currents and pomegranate. Just a hint of sweetness and a pinch
of spice sneak to the finely balanced finish.

Clearview Black Reef Blush | Hawkes Bay | 2017

This wine meshes summer aromatics of bright red fruits with spicy
elements of clove and anise.

Sparkling Wine
& Champagne

Mionetto Prosecco DOC | Italy | NV

100ml Glass

on request

The perfect wine for every occasion, this dry but fruity Prosecco
comes from the most prestigious producer of this Italian Sparkler.
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Kaimira June | Nelson | 2009 | Methode Traditionelle

93/100, Bob Campbell, Master of Wine. “Chardonnay dominant
(78%) Methode with plenty of bready yeast autolysis character
combined with toasty fruit and citrus characters. A bone/dry style.”

Akarua Rosé | Central Otago | NV | Methode Traditionelle
The aroma shows hints of strawberry as well as complex nutty and
yeasty notes. The palate has a good Pinot Noir influence, a lovely
creamy mid palate and it carries to a long, savoury, brut finish.

Beaumet | Champagne, France | 2012

Elegant with a fine texture and a balanced breadiness and minerality.

Quartz Reef Rosé | Central Otago | NV | Methode Traditionelle

93/100, Sam Kim. “This is finely scented and gracefully expressed,
showing floral, lemon pith, oatmeal and almond characters with a hint
of strawberry. The palate is concentrated and linear, delivering
fabulous fruit purity backed by rounded mouthfeel and seamlessly
integrated acidity, leading to a persistent, refined finish.”

-

Nautilus Vintage Rosé | Marlborough | 2014 | Methode Traditionelle
Rose petal notes are supported by strawberry, white peaches spice
flavours. 100% Pinot Noir gives this wine depth and weight balanced
by a touch of brioche from extended lees maturation.

-

-

Pol Roger | Champagne, France | NV

Cuisine Magazine Top Ten. “Its freshness and purity find expression
in delicate citrus, apple and praline aromas, yet it doesn’t lack in
classical biscuity and bready bottle-ferment richness and complexity.”
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Veuve Cliquot Ponsardin La Grande Dame Brut | Champagne, France | 2004
94/100, Wine Enthusiast. “A rich and creamy Champagne with a lively
mousse, giving it a forward fruit character. Slowly the depth and
concentration of the wine come through, with a white fruit flavor and
hints of grapefruit and toasty yeast.”
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-
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Pinot Noir
Bronte by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2017

4 Stars, Michael Cooper “Deeply coloured, it is fragrant and full
bodied, with gentle tannins, fresh plum, cherry and spice flavours,
showing very good ripeness and depth, and some savoury
complexity.”

100ml Glass
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Vista | Nelson | 2015

Subtle notes of spice and vanilla compliment the dense Pinot Noir
character. On the palate black cherry and plum lead to a rounded
and densely structured finish.

Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2013

Neil Hodgson “This wine delivers in every way possible, the layers of
flavour start with intense fruit characters have delightfully elegant
sweet floral notes that are balanced with spice and very ripe acidity,
typical pinot noir savoury characters with powder-fine tannins in the
palate complete the taste experience”

Kina Cliffs Reserve | Nelson | 2014

This wine has fragrant notes of blueberry and strawberry, with a hint
of violets. The sweet berry fruit, dark cherry and toasted oak flavours
combine with rich velvety tannins that expand and linger on the
palate, creating an elegant and full-bodied wine.

Greenhough Hope | Nelson | 2015 | Organic

95/100, Bob Campbell Master of Wine. This wine shows darker berry
characters, concentration and fine-grained structure while also
offering brighter, red fruit and floral notes.

Doctors Flat | Central Otago | 2015

95/100 Bob Campbell Master of Wine. “Delicately scented pinot noir
with floral, red rose, dark cherry, plum, spice and thyme flavours.
Supple and appealing wine with an ethereal texture. It’s deliciously
drinkable now but should age gracefully. A classy pinot noir.”

Valli Waitaki | North Otago | 2016

93/100 , Bob Campbell, Master of Wine. “Tight, pure pinot noir

with dark cherry, raspberry, violet and subtle mineral flavours. Fine,
focused wine that balances subtle fruit sweetness with fine, ripe
tannins.”

Synergy by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2015

5 Stars, Micheal Cooper. “Deep and bright in colour, it is rich and
complex wtih concentrated, very ripe plum/spice flavours, hints of
herbs and nuts, silky smooth tannins and great depth throughout
the palate.”

Pinot Noir
Kina Cliffs Reserve | Nelson | 2013

91/100, Sam Kim “The bouquet shows complex aromas of red/
black cherry, savoury mushroom, game and subtle spicy oak. It’s
succulent and silky on the palate with a refreshing mouthfeel and a
lengthy crisp finish.

Rimu Grove Library Wines | Nelson

We have a selection of older vintages of Rimu Grove Pinot Noir, from
2000-2011. Please ask staff about our current selection.
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Fromm Cuvée ‘H’ | Marlborough | 2016

95/100, Bob Campbell. “Taut, pure pinot noir with dark cherry,
blackcurrant, violet and subtle herbal flavours supported by fine and
integrated tannins. An impressive wine with a Fromm signature.”

Synergy by Rimu Grove | Nelson | 2013

Wonderfully complex aromas of blackberry, brambles, and rose
petal accentuated by toasty oak, vanilla and savoury spice. An
extremely textural wine, full bodied with silky fine-grained tannins
that envelop the pallet and leave a graceful, lingering finish.

Saintsbury Pratt Vineyard | Sonoma, USA | 2016

92/100, Wine Enthusiast. “This wine is exotic on the nose in rose
and white pepper, as it opens into a palate of thick rich cherry
cordial flavor and enduring acidity. The freshness complements the
lushness of the fruit and maintains a lively aspect of brightness.”

Felton Road Block 5 | Central Otago | 2016 | Biodynamic
The nose is fine and elegant with not one component vying for
attention. This harmony is echoed on the palate where the refinement
and ethereal nature of the wine demands deeper contemplation and
careful respect. The wine is not heavy yet has solid underlying tannins
giving the finish a serious structure and length.

Alain Burguet Gevrey Chambertin Mes Favorites | Burgundy, France | 2009
A ripe and pungently earthy nose of red and blue berry fruit, plum
and a game nuance introduces mineral-driven flavors that possess
notably finer tannins and excellent complexity and balance on the
tension-filled finish.
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Saintsbury Carneros | Sonoma, USA | 2009

90/100, Wine Enthusiast. “It’s fresh and silky, with tart flavors of
sour cherry candy, cranberry and watermelon.”
It has aomas of black cherry, black tea and tangy plum with a rich
mouthfeel and long, lingering finish.

Shiraz / Syrah
Moutere Hills | Nelson | 2016

This wine shows lifted aromas of red plum, raspberry, floral and
subtle spice. It’s juicy and rounded on the palate with appealing fruit
flavours, finishing elegantly dry.

100ml Glass
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Petane Station | Hawkes Bay | 2015

This is an elegant Syrah with finely integrated tannins. Aromas of
liquorice, violets and spice on the nose lead to red cherries and
espresso on the palate.

Georges Road Syrah Cuvée 43 | Waipara | 2016

5 Stars, Raymond Chan. “Flavours of ripe black plums,
blackberries, Middle Eastern spices, liquorice and earth, with nutty
oak.”

Leeuwin ‘Art Series’ | Margaret River, Australia | 2015

94/100, Huon Hook. “Deep, youthful red/purple colour and a dusty,
char-oak led bouquet, the palate full-bodied and quite tannic, deep
and layered with lasting power and grip. Superb flavour and
balance, texture and charm.”

Tim Adams | Clare Valley, Australia | 2012

95/100, Rob Geddes, Master of Wine. “Polished seamless aromas
show mocha, dark berry fruits, blackberry, and dark chocolate with
polish and poise. The palate has the requisite fruit sweetness, dark
fruit flavours and oak complexity, balance and fine tannins.”

Zinfandel / Primitivo
Sebastiani | Sonoma County, USA | 2014

Its fruit-forward notes of raspberry and plum are accented by white
pepper and vanilla spice. These carry through to the palate with
juicy flavours of raspberry, wild dark berries and white pepper with
a touch of cinnamon.

Coppola Directors Cut | Napa Valley, USA | 2014

Expressive black fruit and chocolatey spice are luscious yet layered
and structured with ripe tannins and fine, old oak.

100ml Glass

on request

Bottle

7

10

45

13

19

90

-

-

60

-

-

95

-

-

95

-

-

95

Stonecroft | Hawkes Bay | 2014

This is a medium bodied wine with flavours of redcurrant, plum and
boysenberry followed with sweet vanilla and coconut from the 18
months in American oak.

Ridge ‘Geyserville’ | Alexander Valley, USA | 2014

Dark purple/ruby color. Blackberry jam, candied plums, gravel,
spearmint, sweet oak, tropical floral notes. Fresh, intense bramble
fruit entry; lively acidity, elegant tannins, mint, gravelly earth.
Multi-dimensional: layered, deep, seductive flavors; lingering finish.

Ridge ‘Lytton Springs’ | Dry Creek Valley, USA | 2014

Deep purple color. Appealing aromas of black pepper, cassis, and
licorice. Layered plum, blackberry fruit on the palate; medium/
full-bodied, with silky tannins. Notes of chapparal and mocha on the
finish.

Ridge ‘Lytton Springs’ | Dry Creek Valley, USA | 2016

Complex aromas of vanilla, raspberry and black pepper. Full bodied
with firm acidity, focused blackberry fruit and an elegant lingering
finish.

Blends + Other Reds
100ml Glass

Kahurangi Montepulciano | Nelson | 2017

This wine displays aromas and flavours of dark black berries and
plums, with savoury, dark chocolate and star anise overtones.

on request

Bottle

7

10

45

7

10

45

7.5

11

52

7.5

11

53

11.5

17

80

-

-

42

-

-

50

Brookfields Burnfoot Merlot | Hawkes Bay | 2014

17+/20, Raymond Chan. “This is an up-front Merlot with dark-red
plum fruit with notes of savoury herbs and earth on a balanced,
smooth-flowing palate.

Elephant Hill Le Phant Rouge | Hawkes Bay | 2015

18/20, Raymond Chan. “Aromas of dark-red and black plums along
with subtle notes of redcurrants and blackcurrants, along with an
amalgam of earth and spices. Medium-full bodied, the palate has
rich and succulent flavours of dark-red and black plums entwined
with notes of curranty fruit, herbs and earth, unfolding liquorice
and spice elements.”

Kaimira Hui Whero Blend | Nelson | 2014 | Organic

89/100 Bob Campbell, Master of Wine “A blend of Merlot, Petit
Verdot and Syrah which were harvested and fermented separately.
Smooth, supple red with cherry, raspberry and subtle fresh herb
flavours. High energy wine with appealing acidity and soft tannins.”

Sebastiani Cabernet Sauvignon | Sonoma County, USA | 2014
This is impressively rich and powerful while remaining balanced and
varietaly expressive, displaying cassis, blueberry, cigar box and a hint
of vanilla on the nose. The palate is concentrated and velvety with
excellent fruit intensity, finishing long and sumptuous.

Clearview Cape Kidnappers Merlot | Hawkes Bay | 2015
Medium to full-bodied, dense and rich. Spicy violet aromas give way
to a blueberry and plum palate, with a hint of fruit cake.

Milcrest Dolcetto | Nelson | 2013

This single vineyard Piedmontese variety, Dolcetto, is Ruby red in
colour, with cherry, blackcurrant, aniseed and toasty aromas with a
palate producing fruit richness and subtle tannins.

Henschke Keyneton Euphonium | Barossa Valley, Australia | 2013
94/100, Wine Enthusiast. “The blend includes Shiraz, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc. The 2013 shows a slightly
austere side, an aristocratic reserve, but the flavors are classic. Pencil
shavings, mint, cassis and cigar box finish with great drive, length and
dusty tannins.”

-

-

120

Wine Tasting Trees
Choosefrom
our selections. Trees total 150ml of wine.

$20

Receive $5 off the Tasting Tree price with a bottle purchase.

Rimu Grove Classic Five

Take Away
Bottle

Rimu Grove Riesling 2014
Rimu Grove Pinot Gris 2013
Rimu Grove Gewürtztraminer 2016
Rimu Grove Chardonnay 2015
Rimu Grove Pinot Noir 2013

26
29
26
35
45

Sparkling Wine /

Take Away
Champagne Bottle

Kaimera June Sparkling
Akarua Rosé Sparkling
Beaumet Champagne

Premium Nelson Sauvignon Blanc

Premium Nelson Chardonnay

Moutere Hill Sauvignon Blanc 2018
Blackenbrook Sauvignon Blanc 2017
Resurgence Sauvignon Blanc 2016
Aotea Sauvignon Blanc 2016
Old House Vineyards Kaho 2017

Bronte Chardonnay 2016

25
26
26
29
32

28
29
35
28
30

Neudorf Rosie’s Block Chardonnay 2017 35
Waimea Chardonnay 2016
28
Rimu Grove Chardonnay 2015
35
Brightwater Chardonnay 2016
50

Akarua Rosé Sparkling
Te Mania Rosé 2018
Bronte Rosé 2018
Richmond Plains Blanc De Noir 2016
Middle Earth Rosé 2018

40
26
25
28
28

Fireside Reds

Premium Pinot Noir
Bronte Pinot Noir 2017
Vista Pinot Noir 2015
Greenhough Hope Pinot Noir 2015
Kina Cliffs Reserve Pinot Noir 2014
Rimu Grove Pinot Noir 2013

25

Rosé Selection

Esoteric Whites
Richmond Plains Blanc De Noir 2016
Tom, Dick & Harry by Rimu Grove 2018
Kina Cliffs Pinot Gris 2018
Middle Earth Albariño 2016
Moutere Hills Chenin Blanc 2016

40
40
70

30
30
46
45
45

Kahurangi Montepulciano 2017
Moutere Hills Syrah 2016
Petane Station Syrah 2015
Elephant Hill Le Phant Rouge 2015
Kaimera Hui Whero Blend 2014

Please note that during a busy period Trees may not be available.

26
39
35
32
32

Dessert Wine / Port

60ml Bottle

Valdespino El Canado Pedro Ximénez Sherry | Cadiz, Spain | NV
A bright rasin, honey and fig nose. Toffee, fig, honey and a slight spiced note
follow on the palate with a long finish.

Seifried ‘Sweet Agnes’ Riesling | Nelson | 2016

Lush ripe citrus and spicy honey notes, with a naturally sweet, rich palate that
is balanced with bright acidity.

Yalumba Museum Muscat | Barossa Valley, Australia | NV | Vegan
91/100, Wine Spectator: “Sweet, bordering on syrupy, but nicely held in check
by sufficient acidity, allowing the coffee, sassafras, vanilla and clotted cream
flavors to glide effortlessly through the expressive finish.”

Steyn Port | Nelson | 2010

Strong blackberry and plum show on both the nose and palate, with a slight
nut and herb character.

Croft Reserve Tawny Port | Portugal | NV

Smooth and round on the palate, full of luscious strawberry jam flavors with
an elegant finish.

Krohn Quinta Do Retiro Novo Port | Portugal | 2009

Garnet red in colour. This port tastes smoky, with rich berries, dried fruits and
nuts with a hint of licorice.

Croft Port | Portugal | 2011

A deep purple, full bodied port with ripe red fruit characters and a slight
minerality. Velvety smooth and medium sweet with a long finish.

11

-

11

60

(375ml)

-

10

-

14

-

17

-

Liquid Alchemy Liqueurs | Nelson, New Zealand

9

Limoncello, Feijoa, Boysenberry, Black Current, Nocino (Walnut), Coffee

Rose Rabbit Orange Liqueur | Queenstown, New Zealand

Made by soaking delicious New Zealand oranges in their own un-aged
17
Single Malt spirit and then naturally sweetened. Fresh zest dominates the nose
while the Single Malt Character blossoms on the palate with a lingering sweetness.

Rose Rabbit Butterscotch Liqueur | Queenstown, New Zealand

48

(375ml)

10

Liqueurs

The team at liquid Alchemy strive to use the best ingredients available, as local
and organic as possible. Like our region’s Craft Beer Brewers, they value
tradition yet embrace the art of creating spirits with the bountiful blessings of
Nelson’s organic fruit, botanicals and nuts.

-

Small batch and hand-crafted from a secret family recipe, Rose Rabbit
17
Butterscotch Liqueur is decadantly sweet, with toasty, buttery notes married with
robust Cardrona Single Malt.

Whiskey

50ml

Mackinlay’s Blended | Edinborough, Scotland

Golden sandy highlights. Clear and bright. Firm and rich luscious creamy, round
tones. The long marrying period has brought these many individual characters into
one lasting union. A positive grip, almost a spicy richness as these great flavours
attack the palate, leaving it beautifully rewarded as they drift over.

10

Teeling | Dublin, Ireland

“World’s Best Irish Single Malt” - World Whiskies Awards. The nose is vibrant with

notes of melon, figs, toffee and lemon. A balanced mix of dry fruits, citrus, vanilla,
spice and cloves on the palate and a long finish with sweetness in harmony with dry
tannins from the wood.

14

Jura 10 Year Old | Isle of Jura, Scotland

Deep amber gold in colour, the aroma is light, rich and aromatic with silky, almondy
wood notes. The palate is firm with distinguished, elegant tones. A fruity oiliness with
just a hint of smoke gently enriches the palate.

16

Tullibardine Sovereign | Blackford, Scotland

Soft vanilla and cocoa butter on the nose. White chocolate, allspice and charred oak.
On the palate, a little mixed peel with notes of pear cider, allspice and creamy
chocolate. A core of rich malt with hints of maple syrup finished with a creamy spice
and plenty of vanilla and cinnamon.

16

BenRaich 10 Year Old | Speyside, Scotland

On the nose, a fresh and lively combination of crisp, green orchard fruits, ginger and
hints of tangerine which mellows to creamy vanilla with a delicate note of mint and a
gentle twist of citrus, all held together with a sweet barley back note. On the palate
warm toasted oak spices flood through green apple skins and dried apricots,
ripening to hints of peach and soft banana. Subtle touches of aniseed and lemon
zest create a contrasting edge to the fruit and add an intriguing character to the
long, crisp barley finish.

19

Dalmore 12 Year Old | Highland, Scotland

Deep gold mahogany in colour. Citrus fruits and crushed almonds, with a subtle hint
of marzipan and chocolate, rise to the occasion. The impact on the palate is intense,
but as the warmth of the tongue helps to release these special attributes of citrus,
sherry and exotic spices, this classic spirit quickly surpasses all expectations.

19

Bruichladdich Port Charlotte | Isle of Islay, Scotland

Gilded lily. Notes of iodine, salty canvas, crushed sea shells, charred oak staves, black
pepper, paprika and leather tobacco pouches. The second wave brings vanilla, figs
and soft plump dates, marinated pear, freshly milled malt, dark sweet toffee and
cracked walnuts. It is potent, focused and the flavours explode brilliantly on to the
palate. Full of depth and complexity, the smokey sweetness of the barley contrasts
wtih the richness of toffee and vanilla.

20

Spirits

House Range (Includes 125ml Fentimans Mixer)
Mixers: Cola, Ginger Ale, Tonic Water, Soda Water

Finlandia Vodka | Finland
Haymans Dry Gin | London, UK
Mount Gay Rum | Barbados
Jack Daniels No. 7 | Tennessee, USA

The Reid Malt Vodka | Queenstown, New Zealand

This is made from just three ingredients: barley, water and yeast. Named for three of
the Cardrona distillery’s founders, The Reid starts life in the same way as their Single
Malt Whisky, giving fullness and body to this Vodka.

30ml
12
12
12
12

50ml
15

Scapegrace Gin | Auckland, New Zealand

Big, fresh nose with pronounced aromatic intensity. A place where juniper, orange
peel, and deep spice dominate. Vibrant in the mouth. Citrus and juniper enjoy
prominence. Smooth but crisp on the palate. Long, and flavour filled finish.

The Source Gin | Queenstown, New Zealand

A natural matrix of locally foraged rosehip, with traditional juniper, coriander seed,
angelica root, lemon and orange zest are vapour-distilled into this Single Malt Spirit.

14

16

Herradura Añejo Tequila | Jalisco, Mexico

Rich aromas of agave, chocolate, pineapple and dried cherry, along with oak and
vanilla tones. This is a rich and mouth-coating spirit, with flavours similar to the nose
creating a lively counterpoint to the cinnamon and caramel also found. The finish is
long and lasting.

16

Mezcal Gacias A Dios Espadin Reposado | Oaxaca, Mexico

There’s a fun trifecta of smoke on this mezcal, with charcoal, pipe tobacco and beach
barbecue. It tastes herbaceous with mint, rosemary and chive. Mango and pineapple
compliment the tangerine and lemon fruits, with caramel, cinnamon, nutmeg and
allspice. The finish is silky and elegant, leaving a pleasant coating as it goes down.

Black Spot Rum | Kingston, Jamaica

An exceptionally smooth gold rum, with rich toffee notes just as you’d expect from a
premium Jamaican Rum.

19

14

Diplomático Reserva Exclusivo Rum | Venezuela

This is an elegant and complex sipping rum, carefully crafted from the purest of
sugar cane honeys. On the nose this rum is complex and characterful, with notes
of maple syrup, orange peel, brown sugar and liquorice This follows through on the
palate with sweet toffee, fudge and a seductive and elegant finish.

17

Plantation Pineapple Rum | Trinidad & Tobago

A rich and delicious bouquet, accented by smoky notes and aromas of tropical fruit,
pineapple, citrus peel and a touch of clove. The palate opens with a structured,
pleasant sensation of ripe banana, pineapple, and spices layered in a smokey finish.

21

Godet XO Cognac | Cognac, France

A blend of fresh, floral, fruity aromas quickly give way to headier scents of cinnamon
and spices. On the palate there is a marriage of lively sharp fruit flavours and
complex notes of antique leather, oak and pepper.

24

Beer
Steinlager
Pure
Classic

ABV

Location

5.0%
5.0%

Auckland, NZ
Auckland, NZ

8
8

Heineken
Classic
No Alcohol

5.0%
0.0%

Auckland, NZ
Auckland, NZ

8
8

Stoke
Amber
Gold

4.5%
4.5%

Nelson, NZ
Nelson, NZ

8
8

Harringtons Pilsner

5.0%

Christchurch, NZ

8

Hop Federation
Lager
Pale Ale
Pilsner

4.5%
5.1%
5.5%

Riwaka, NZ
Riwaka, NZ
Riwaka, NZ

9
9
9

Deep Creek
Pale Ale
American Pale Ale

4.5%
5.4%

Auckland, NZ
Auckland, NZ

9
9

Panhead APA ‘Supercharger”

5.7%

Upper Hutt, NZ

10

Scotts Pale Ale (Gluten Free)

4.5%

Oamaru, NZ

10

Three Boys Wheat Beer

5.0%

Christchurch, NZ

11

Yeastie Boys “Gunnamatta” IPA

6.5%

Wellington, NZ

11

5.0%
4.0%

10
10

5.0%
5.0%
6.0%

Amberley, NZ
Amberley, NZ
Amberley, NZ
Amberley, NZ
Amberley, NZ

Macs Mid Vicious

2.5%

Nelson, NZ

9

Garage Project
Fugazi
Hot Rock Red Ale

2.2%
6.5%

Wellington, NZ
Wellington, NZ

9
10

4.4%

Kingston, Jamaica

10

44.4%

Kingston, Jamaica

22

Brew Moon
Pilsner
Pale Ale
Hophead IPA
Blood Moon Red IPA
Stout

Royal Jamican Ginger Beer
with 30ml Black Spot Rum

Bottle

10
10
10

Cider
Alcohol

Location

Somersby Apple Cider

4.5%

Auckland, NZ

Peckhams
Apple
Elderflower

5.8%

Upper Moutere, NZ
Upper Moutere, NZ

5.7%

Bottle
8
10.5
10.5

Non-Alcoholic Drinks
Fentimans Soft Drinks (250ml)
Rose Lemonade

7

Victorian Lemonade

7

Sparkling Elderflower

7

Manderin & Seville Orange

7

Curriosity Cola

7

Macs Ginger Beer

7

Soda Water

3

Sparkling Water Bottle (750ml)

10

Coffee / Tea

4

